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Introduction. G. Vranceanu^ introduced the concept of a non-holonomic
space which is more general than a Riemannian space and generalized
the parallelism of Levi-Civita and geodesic curves in that space. From
another standpoint Z. Horak'2> considered a non-holonomic region as a space
with a non-holonomic dynamical system. These spaces were afterwards
discussed by several authors. The nαn-holonomic system in a space of
line-elements with an affine connection was first discussed by T. Hosokawa3).

We now suppose that at each point x of an ^-dimensional space n
independent differential forms

(0.1) d& = A*(x*,

are given for a displacement dx, where A\x,dx) are homogeneous of degree
one in the dx. If we write (0.1) in the form

(0.2) ds* = χa(x, dx)dx« (\tfx, dx) - dj

7i%(x, dx) depend on the direction of dxonly and have a non-vanishing deter-
minant. As easily seen, χ£ is covariant in a. Hence we can define in the
space of line-elements (x,x') a special non-holonomic4) system by
(0.3 a.) . dsa= \Λ(x,x')dxcύ,

which determines the displacement of a point in this system. dsι coincides
with the original Aa (x, dx) when and only when the displacement lies in
the direction of the line-element:
'9.3b) s'α = χ«(χ,χ')χf« = A\x,xr).

In this paper we treat such non-holonomic systems and derive some
fundamental quantities. We find that by use of our system the well known
Cartan connection of a Finsler-space can be- expressed far more neatly
than by general non-holonomic systems.

The author wishes to express her sincere thanks to Prof. A. Kawagu-
chi for his kind guidance.

1) G. VKAXCEAKU, Sur Us βspaces non holonomes-, Sur U calcul differentiel abs >lu pour
Us variβtβs non holonomes, C.R., 183(1926), p. 852 and 1083.

2) Z. HORAK, Sur wie generalisation de la notion de variete, Publ. Fac. Sc. Univ.
Masaryk, Brno, 86 (1927), pp. 1-20.

3) T. HOSOKAWA, Ueber nicht-hjlonorne Uebertragung in allgemeiner Mannigfaltigkeit
Tn, Jour. Fac. Sci. Hokkaido Imp. Univ., I, 2(1934), pp. 1-11.

43 We use Greek indices in holonomίc systems and Latin indices in non-holonomic
systems.
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/ 1. Fundamental properties of non-holonomic systems. From the
given field of the n independent covariant vectors \^(x,xr) we first derive
that of the reciprocal contravariant vactors \% (x, x') as follows. If we
solve the equations (0.1) for dx*, the solutions may be of the form
(1.1) dx* = B*(x,ds)
with homogeneous function B* of degree one we then put

a Γ\ Otj .:: i • 1

. Δi) r^s j a N — Λ,a\Λ} CIO J KJL — Λja\Λ>, LLΛiJ.

(In general, when we substitute ds in Ύ(x, ds) by (0.1.) we write fix, dx)
and vice versa further, in case xr replaces dx we write s' in place of
ds. ) If we differentiate (1.1) with respect to dx&, we get

(1.3) \*(x,x)Xs(x,xf) - δg.
Similarly differentiating (0.1) we get

(1. 4J) K<*(x, x')\*(x, x) - Si.
(1.3) and (1.4) show the reciprocity of the two fields \% and λ* we write

also by the above convention

We now introduce the following fundamental operation formally called
the partial differentiation

3sa ~ ox* ι ~ \ox* ox'P ox* '

the differentiation symbol d/osa has only a formal meaning. We must

note the obvious fact that df/dx* and o Ύ/ox* are differerβnt:

(1.7) -T̂ --. = 5-{ + -%4r. ^~xφ-
O¥ cJX OS OX

Applying o/as'J on (1.6) and permuting the indices a and b, we easily
obtain

(1 8) ^ ^ ~ --^-~- = — ω ?J*f

where

On the other hand, since

o *f(x, sf) _ of(x,x)
os'Uι ox'* ' n

we get

α "J A \ J V ' -' ^ ' \ i . / -. -v fa • '-v β .

where

α.π.) «.«. =-!# λ«
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The quantities ωlb and Ω,c

ab will play an important role in the non-holono-

mic system ("0. 3).

We shall proceed to find the relations between these quantities ω?c's

and ίX /s under transformations of non-holonomic system. If two systems

are determined by the functions Aα's and Ά ί ?s, then we have

Cl. 12) V - Ά!(x, xf), d V = 'λίC*, Orf**.

By .CO. 3b), (1.12) s'; will directly be transformed into Vα by the equations

of the form
(1.13.) s'a = Ca(x, 's'O, A" - CQc, Ά\),
where Oι are mutually independent in 's'; and homogeneous of degree one.
From (0.1), (1.12), (1.13) we obtain by differentiation
(1.14) ' K - Q 'K, 'λf = C/λ-,
where

Hence Jsα are transformed as

(1.15) ds? = CfCx/έWs*

this is nothing but the non-holonomic transformation of our systems. The
inverse equations of (1.13), (1.14), (1.15) run as
Cl. 13'.) Άι - ΌCx, Aa),

. 1 4 . ; ΛΛ — ^ Λ Λ , Λ Λ — ^ f t λf

(1.150 d'έ = 'Cids\

Obviously we have

(Lie) 'Cic; = sι 'c?αcy = δί.
Now, differentiating the second equation of (1.14) with respect to V ;

and noticing the homogeneity of Cl we get the transformation formula of
the quantity ίlfιb in the form

(1.17) Ώ?j = l ^ r CS

On the other hand, in virtue of (1.14'.) we see the quantity ωc

ab is trans-
formed as follows

Next we shall derive the covariant derivative of tensors with respect
to 5' in our non-holonomic systems. The components of a vector vΛ or a
tensor Ta^-%p_Bq in a non-holnomic system are defined by
(1.19) * - λ y , 7*i•"'ft...Λi = λ ;̂ λ ^ -λSjΓ i---p__Λ(>

where z;*and TΛ1

 3l..., are components in the holonomic coordinate system

x. In holonomic systems the partial derivatives of a vector v*(x,xr) with
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respect to xr are components of a tensor of degree two, but in a non-
holonomic system the partial derivatives are not generally those of a
tensor. Nevertheless the modified derivatives

α . 20.) ifΛ = - ^ + Ω5bv
ι = v% + n > "

are components of a tensor of degree two, where " " denotes partial diffe-
rentiation with respect to s\ This can be easily seen in help of (1.17)
or by the following. Indeed (1.20.) are written by the definition of £l'ϊΰ as

(1.21) va

:b = λ£λj

By this reason, we call the tensor va

:b the covariant derivative of the
vector field υa with respect to 5'.

Generally for components of a tensor field Tai-~ΐ*...bQ, we consider
likewise

• " P ». » — - Tav— ''•»

()\-bq .bq+x — I bv..-bq;bq+1

i ai~i'ιai+ι

v...bq.

It can be shown that Tftl ^ ,γ :/> + ' s are non-holonomic components of

the ordinary covariant derivative with respect to x', that is
α ?QΛ ηr:ιv..-fip ~ ΛΊ Λ 'p\β~ί Λ&Q'\βq+ιT'<*r—aP

' Δ ό ) l b\~-.bq:bq+1 Kl 'Kl^' ^yί^tl1 β1- -βqlβq+1-

Accordingly we call them the covariant derivative of the tensor field T
with respect £0 s\

2. Fundamental quantities in the Fiusler space. The arc length
of a curve x* = xa(Q in a Finsler space is given by an integral

C2.1.) 5 = fv(x,x')dt,

where !d (x, x') is homogeneous of degree one in the x'. To introduce an
invariant connection we usually consider the manifold of line-elements
(x, xf), each of which is composed of a point x and a direction x' in this
point. As is well known, E. Cartan established the euclidean connection
by setting four postulates5). This is the space with which we shall concern
here.

In the Finsler space we consider a non-holonomic system defined by
(Ό. 3) and represent S (x, x') in x and s':
(2.2.) 2(*,Λθ= 2C*,iO
which is homogeneous of degree one in the s'. By differentiation we get

Putting the vector

K. (.-AiiT.AN, L<>* espwex de Finder, Actualites sci. et ind., 79 (1934).
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we obtain

C2.4.)

If we put

the tensor gΛβ serves as the fundamental metric tensor in the manifold
of line-elements. By virtue of (2. 3) we see that

C2.5.)

where we put CΛβγ = -~-ogncβΓdxfy following Cartan. Thus the metric tensor

gots and Cccβy are given in the non-holonomic system by

C2.6.)
Cabc —

As can be seen by (2. 5), these components are symmetric in their indices
and it holds
C'2. 7.) Ca»cS'c - 0.

3. Parameters of connection. In our non-holonomic system we can
introduce the covariant differential of a contravariant vector field v in the
form
(3. lj 8V = λ'δtf* - λ̂ C
and put
(3.2.) δz^ = JVι 4- Fjtfd
If we put Γ ^ ^ = 2Gα

7 hxfa = ί/̂
then we have at once

+ Γβ«v?dχv +

following Cartan7

βΎ

βγ ^ ^ Γ
1

^ as u s u a l : g»rjgΊ0 ~

In holonomic systems the parameters of the euciidean connection of
Cartan are given by the following formulas :

where ^7> is the contravariant tensor denned by
Further we get by (3. 3)

C3.4) a;

dx? dx* ax' r
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- 7

The parameters C*bϊ are determined already by (3.3). We shall write in

the following the parameters Γ*£ in terms of the fundamental quantities

gx>, gh. Cane, ω?>; a n d Ω%:.

Differentiating gωβ ~ gibX^Xβ and using (1.5), (1.11.), (2.6), we get

and consequently

(3.6) +

3 \ε

Noticing ^ r " = ^ r * * w e g e t f u r t h e r

On the other hand we have from the first equations of (3. 3)

From the two last equations we arrive at

where we put

(3. 9) yι = A- {V\^g£ + ̂ ^ - ^ ^ ) + '

These correspond to the ChristoffeΓs symbols

From ("2. 5.), (2. 6), (3. 4) we obtain

by virtue of which we can derive from (3. 5), (3. 6)

1 Λsλ-ΛΆ; = Jhc + f/ CbcaGe — if Chβ'iGc — if CceiG-b + ^ ^

Using (Ί.6), (3.4) we calculate

-̂  tf- λβ λδ -^y-λtfA} j# fc.

From these equations and (3.3) we get finally
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(3.10) Γg - j l + *<r(GceGl - CcieGi - CM,GI) - Ω&G*.

However Gj. = ΓJS sff, hence we must find the formula of Ga written in
terms of the fundamental quantities. This can be easily done.

From (3.10) we have successively

? - 7?/Vc = 2Gα.

and hence
(3.12) G; - 7 ^ - 2 V'GrtβG8.

Thus the formulas: the second of (3.3), (3. 9X3.12.) completely deter-
mine the parameters of connection of Cartan in our non-holonomic system.
We remark, however, the fact that Gasn> = G% but GJ; does not coincide
with 3Ga/ds'!) in general, and seek their relation. From the first of (3. 3)
we have

(3.13) G* = \t{Ga + -— ^

and, differentiating this,

Hence we obtain from (3.4), (3.14)

(3.15) Gl - ^ r + -2-< s 'c* + ΩϊftGc

By use of this formula the connection parameters (3.10) may be written
in the form

4- ^ lf ^ J(AV>
At last we notice that the extremal curves are given in the non-

holonomic system by the equations

(3.17)

4. Curvature and torsion tensors. If we denote the basis vectors
of the natural reference system defined at each line-element Ot, #') by eΛ

(a = 1, — -,n), we have the displacement of the centre Mix)
('4.1) dM = dx*eΛi

which can be written in a non-holonomic system as
(4.2) ea = \ΐeΛj

C4.3) rfM = ds?\*eΛ = rfs"^.
The ^ vectors βα (α = 1, •• ••, ŵ ) are the basis vectors of the non-holono-
mic system. Using the symbol ωft = Γ^hdsf) -f CH8s'b, dea = ω ^ e and denoting
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two infinitesimal displacements with dΎ and d^ we have
'4.4) d.dM - dYdM = (
From the first equations of (0. 3a) it follows that

(4.5) djdis* - d1d.jP=ωldτs
bd,sc+2ίlα

(ftfΛ| G]^d^ - ίl?c (δ2s'c ̂ s 6 - δ, s^

Thus, if we put
(4.6) ^ M -
we have
(4.7.) Ω* = C < + 2ί2^|7( G'ly 4-
If our space is a general space of line-elements, not necessarily Finslerian
but with an affine connection, we obtain the torsion tensors of two kinds
as follows:
(4.8) ' 7?c = ωto + 2ΩΪW Gδ + 2Γj?o, A/ Ίt - CS - ίlίc

if the space is Finslerian, we get from (3.9), (3.10)

(4. 9) 2Γ5o - -ωl - 2Ω?ft,,i G?)

and from the second equation of (3. 3) CJJ — Ω?c = C?c, hence
(4.10) Ωα - C^C^s^s'^

Cΐ being the only torsion tensor.
On the other hand, if we put the covariant differential δva in the

form

(4.11) Sva = v%dsb + v%bSs^\
we get the covariant derivatives of two kinds by virtue of (1.20), (3.2) :

(4.12) (a) ^ = ^ _ ^ G ; i + Γ > ^

As CίS = Ω?& + C% and Cι

δ is a tensor, we obtain from (#) another
covariant derivative

(4.13; z;ί& = * ^ + O c .
We shall have therefore many tensors by combination of these deriva-
tives.

After a complicated calculation, we get

(4.14) vU.,) - K%)Cv
a + 'KLΌI

where

(4.15) '/& = -G&,o + G^ ̂ G^ + ΐ%»Gi

Further we have the following results

(4.16) ^ . c - v%Λ = LS,ĉ

(ί + 'ΰcώ,
where

Lube = Ωc/ό.c — 1 </c;fr H" Ωc&Γrtβ — ίlae Lbc,

ί.ϊ(H).c — S2(ti>,o — I2ί/ft;/G'c "~f~ ί fcll(ii) — 1 bcΏύe — *- dc&i'eb)
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and

(4.18) vlw = Ww o + α%Ωί,Γ0}^ - 0 ,
because

(4.19) nl,,w +
To the end we obtain

(4.20) ώ*c - z; *c:i> = iVS&ctf" +'Nlvϊr c»3

δ C 2 δ 0 ^ = {S?^ δC25/cδυs'" + Pl^s'^s'' + R
where

Mcmc = -̂rf̂ c — G/e Zrftc "i" G/ft.c, '.Mi>« = Cίo , "Mb; = 'ZJL: ,

iVd&c = ~Cd):c, 'Nΐίc — — C!>c = — ' M ί c , Oϊ,e = Cφ .r-) + GfccC'ίΌ '

•Seftc I— C/β. '̂ ? -t e&c : r : : M.eM , Reh<>, '-^ K-ebc — G ί / Λ/>c *

Such tensors can be also represented by the fundamental quantities g,s
Cα̂ c, ω J c , ΩJC and their derivatives with respect to the s and s'.

REMARK. This paper was read at the meeting of the Mathematical
Society of Japan in Nov., 1948. Recently the present author could read
a paper of V. WagnerG) sent to Prof. A. Kawaguchi, which, had many
connections with mine and in some respects was more general. Especially
V. Wager considered m-dimensional non-holonomic referring manifolds.
(March, 1949 J.

MATHEMATICAL TNSTJTUTF, HOKKAIDO UNIVEKSIΓV.

6) V. VVAG-NΈR, , The inner geometrj of non-linear non-holonomic manifolds, Rec

M*th.. N.S. 13C1943X pp. 135-167.




